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The genomic evolutionary dynamics and
global circulation patterns of respiratory
syncytial virus

Annefleur C. Langedijk1,32, Bram Vrancken 2,3,32, Robert Jan Lebbink 4,
Deidre Wilkins5, Elizabeth J. Kelly 5, Eugenio Baraldi6,7,8,
Abiel Homero Mascareñas de Los Santos9, Daria M. Danilenko 10,
Eun Hwa Choi11, María Angélica Palomino12, Hsin Chi 13, Christian Keller 14,
Robert Cohen15, Jesse Papenburg16, Jeffrey Pernica17, Anne Greenough 7,18,
Peter Richmond19, Federico Martinón-Torres 7,20, Terho Heikkinen7,21,
Renato T. Stein7,22, Mitsuaki Hosoya23, Marta C. Nunes 7,24,25, Charl Verwey24,26,
Anouk Evers4, Leyla Kragten-Tabatabaie7, Marc A. Suchard 27,28,29,
Sergei L. Kosakovsky Pond30, Chiara Poletto 31, Vittoria Colizza 31,
Philippe Lemey 2,33 & Louis J. Bont 1,7,33 on behalf of the INFORM-RSV
Study Group*

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a leading cause of acute lower respiratory
tract infection in young children and the second leading cause of infant death
worldwide. While global circulation has been extensively studied for respira-
tory viruses such as seasonal influenza, and more recently also in great detail
for SARS-CoV-2, a lack of global multi-annual sampling of complete RSV gen-
omes limits our understanding of RSV molecular epidemiology. Here, we
capitalise on the genomic surveillance by the INFORM-RSV study and apply
phylodynamic approaches to uncover how selection and neutral epidemiolo-
gical processes shape RSV diversity. Using complete viral genome sequences,
we show similar patterns of site-specific diversifying selection among RSVA
and RSVB and recover the imprint of non-neutral epidemic processes on their
genealogies. Using a phylogeographic approach, we provide evidence for air
travel governing the global patterns of RSVA andRSVB spread, which results in
a considerable degree of phylogenetic mixing across countries. Our findings
highlight the potential of systematic global RSV genomic surveillance for
transforming our understanding of global RSV spread.

With the recent approval of the first-ever respiratory syncytial virus
(RSV) vaccines and themonoclonal antibody (mAb) nirsevimab for the
prevention of RSV in all infants1, our understanding of the global
transmission dynamics of RSV becomes increasingly important. An
important unsolved question is to what extent RSV epidemics are
fuelled by local persistence from a previous epidemic versus that of

viral seeding from other geographic areas. A better understanding of
the global circulation dynamics and local persistence is crucial for RSV
surveillance and prevention.

Viral genetic sequence datamay offer valuable information to aid in
testing predictors of spread and to empirically develop and validate
epidemiological models. A challenge for reconstructing viral spread
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through space and time from genetic data has been the lack of a sys-
tematic and comprehensive global sampling of whole genomes from
circulating RSV lineages. Current such sampling efforts include the
global multiyear multicentre INFORM-RSV study and the Global RSV
Surveillance Programme of the World Health Organisation (WHO). The
INFORM-RSV study combines large-scale full genome sequencing and a
global coverage over multiple RSV seasons to provide a molecular
reference of RSV strains and sequence variability2. The best way of
mapping genomic evolutionary dynamics of RSV is by analysing
nucleotide substitutions of the complete genome. Previously selective
pressure analyseswith samples from the 2001–2011 time period showed
that RSV genes consist predominantly of negatively selected and neu-
trally evolving sites. Only the G gene encoding for the surface glyco-
protein G stood out in terms of detectable positive selection3. The
primary role of the G protein is to attach virions to cell surfaces through
interaction with host cell attachment factors1,4. The genetic factors that
impact the replacement dynamics remain poorly understood and a full-
genome perspective on the adaptive evolution of RSV is needed to
reveal which other genomic variations affect the fitness of strains.

While sequencing efforts have been implemented on a large scale
for SARS-CoV-2, systematic sequencing of RSV is still at an early, small
scale stage. For respiratory viruses such as seasonal SARS-CoV-2 and
influenza, human air-based travel (flight) has been shown to be an
important driver of global circulation4–8. Air travel may also shape sea-
sonal RSV dynamics. RSV molecular epidemiology data from Kenya
showed that several new variants are introduced every epidemic
season9–15. The interspersed nature of sequences from Kilifi and other
parts of Kenya indicates a degree of mixing of lineages, which in turn
suggests that air travel may be an important driver of spread. However,
the global circulation patterns of RSV have remained unexplored.
Therefore, we integrated humanmovement patternswithwhole genome
sequences from RSV samples that were collected in 17 countries world-
wide over three RSV seasons (2017–2020) prior to the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Here, we show that air travel predicts global RSV spread. Travel
restrictions due to COVID-19 have not affected the current analysis.

Results
Circulating genotypes
We obtained 1282 complete RSV genome sequences collected over a
period of three years from 17 countries worldwide enroled in the
INFORM-RSV study. We complemented these sequences with 1180

publicly available sequences from NCBI GenBank sampled within the
same time interval. All RSVA and RSVB genomes in the genotyping
datasets cluster among strains that were typed as A23 and B6. For this
reason, the genotyping alignments were appended with strains of
genotype A22 (RSVA) and B5 (RSVB) that served as outgroups for
rooting the maximum likelihood (ML) trees. Applying previously
established genotyping criteria show that genotypes A23 and B6, from
which the currently circulating strains have evolved, can be reclassified
into a set of 25 RSVA and 2 RSVB genotypes (Fig. 1). Variants with a
duplication in the G gene have emerged16. These variants appear to
have a fitness advantage17 and have started to replace previously cir-
culating strains. This observation is reflected inour data, as 100%of the
sequenced RSVA and RSVB isolates carry these duplications.

Comparable site-specific diversifying selection in RSVA
and RSVB
To identify positively selected sites in the coding genes of the RSV
genome, we employ three different methods (FUBAR, MEME, and RC,
cfr. Methods) that aim to capture different aspects of site-specific
selection and report sites that were identified by at least two of these
methods.Using this approach,we identify 28positively selected amino
acid sites in RSVA. Of these, 21 are located in the G protein, one in the F
protein, and six in the L protein. Eight of the G protein sites and one L
protein site are supported by all three methods. We obtain a similar
number (n = 26) and distribution of positively selected sites in RSVB,
with 18 sites in the G protein, two in the F protein, and six in the L
protein. Eight of the G protein sites and one F protein site are sup-
ported by all three methods. Three of the positively selected sites are
identified at the exact same amino acid position in the G protein of
RSVA and RSVB (amino acid positions 136, 274, 310). However, the
amino acid position on the linear protein sequence for RSVA may not
necessarily be the same as for RSVB in the protein crystal structure.
Substitutions in positions under positive selection are found on dif-
ferent branches of phylogeny, which is consistent with the expectation
under diversifying selection (Figure S1 and S2).

Both RSVA and RSVB genealogies are shaped by non-neutral
population turnover
RSV evolution may be shaped by selection for variants with higher
replicative fitness and variants that evade host immune responses18.
The latter is indicated by the site-specific selection analyses that
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Fig. 1 | Maximum likelihood reconstructions of RSVA (1482 genomes/taxa;
2006–2020) and RSVB (1543 genomes/taxa; 1997–2020) complete genome
phylogenies and genotypes identification. Lineages that are not assigned to a

genotype are shown in light grey. The SH-aLRT and UFB support values for the
genotypes are provided in Supplementary Table S1.
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identify the G gene as the major target of diversifying selection3,18.
However, earlier testing has found that only RSVB tree shapes
inferred from complete genome data deviate from what we expect
under neutrality3,18. Now that considerably more complete genome
data are available, we revisit the genealogical testing using posterior
predictive simulation19. We employ the genealogical Fu and Li sta-
tistics as well as a trunk length proportion statistic as tree shape
statistics (see Methods). We plot bivariate distributions for these
statistics based on the genealogies inferred from the genomic data
and the equivalent genealogies simulated under neutrality accom-
modating for potentially complex histories of population size
change (Fig.S3). Both RSVA and RSVB show significant deviations
from neutrality, with a more pronounced deviation for RSVB as
compared to RSVA.

Global RSV circulation patterns are shaped by human air travel
To explore the factors that shape RSV global circulation, we apply a
Bayesian phylogeographic approach that models the movement of
virus lineages between a set of discrete locations20. This process is
generally parameterised in terms of transition rates for all pairs of
locations. Here, we use an extension of the discrete phylogeo-
graphic model that parameterises these transition rates as a func-
tion of a number of potential predictors5. This generalised linear
model (GLM) parameterisation allows estimating the contribution
of each predictor to the spatial diffusion as a coefficient (on a log
scale). In addition, the model includes boolean indicator variables
that determine the in- or exclusion of predictors allowing to esti-
mate their inclusion probability. Here, we report the posterior dis-
tribution of the product of the log coefficient and inclusion
probability for each predictor; positive estimates indicate a positive
association between predictors and diffusion intensity while the
opposite is true for negative estimates. As predictors, we consider
human air travel, population size, geographic distances, and lati-
tude differences (see Methods). Our analyses consistently support
human air travel as a strong predictor of RSV global spread at both
the country (strongly positive estimates, Fig. 2) and continental
level (Fig. S4) for RSVA and RSVB separately, as well as for a model
applied to both RSVA and RSVB data sets combined. The support for
air travel is robust to the inclusion of sample sizes as predictors.
Other candidate predictors occasionally find support, but not
consistently so, suggesting that these other predictors could for
example be attributed to sampling variability. For instance, the
human population size at the origin location is estimated to have a
negative log coefficient for its effect size in the RSVB analyses. This
may be explained by the fact that themost populous countries, such
as China and India, are represented by only a few genomes that are
distributed as singletons in the phylogeny, thereby resulting in an
underestimation of their potential role as origin locations in the
global circulation dynamics. In fact, these two locations specifically
have been shown to be important for persistence and global dis-
semination of seasonal influenza viruses4. Therefore, better global
coverage will be needed to characterise the role of undersampled
countries in RSV circulation and how they may relate to demo-
graphic characteristics.

While the phylogeographic data sets include genomes sampled
between 2012 and 2020, the INFORM-RSV study contributes to the
most recent years (2017–2020) of sampling. To determine how these
data contribute to predictor support, we also apply a time-
inhomogeneous GLM-diffusion model distinguishing between the
five most recent years and the 5-year time period before that (Fig. S5).
This illustrates that the support for air travel is consistently found for
the recent timeperiodwhereas this is less convincing or less consistent
across analyses in the earlier time period. This demonstrates how
systematic global sampling contributes to the opportunity to identify
meaningful patterns of RSV spatial spread.

Phylogeographic reconstructions indicate extensive
geographic mixing
RSV spread by air travel offers the opportunity for substantial geo-
graphic mixing of viral lineages between locations. To assess geo-
graphic mixing, we use recently proposed entropy-based
phylogeographic summaries for the genome sampling in the most
recent pre-pandemic INFORM-RSV season (2019–2020). Specifically,
we summarise normalised entropy measures or the phylogeographic
clustering by country, reflecting the degree of phylogenetic inter-
spersionof country-specific lineages (Fig. 3), and thenumber of unique
lineages associated with each country circulating at the start of the
most recent RSV season (see Supplementary Files S1 and S2 for the
MCC summary trees from the evolutionary reconstructions underlying
these inferences). Some countries have different results for RSVA
versus RSVB, which could be explained by the fact that whether a
lineage grows to be a persistent one is a stochastic event even if par-
ticular countries would be more prone to persistent circulation. This
normalised entropy ranges between 0, reflecting no intermixing of
viruses from different countries, and 1, reflecting a clustering that is
randomised with respect to country of sampling.

For RSVA,we infer relatively high entropy estimates, with 13 out of
15 estimates above 0.8. For the Netherlands for example, we estimate
entropy of 0.88 [95% highest posterior density interval (HPD)
0.82,0.94] and 10 [95% HPD 8,12] unique lineages circulating at the
start of the most recent season (2019–2020), which together are
represented by 23 sampled genomes in the final season. With an
entropy estimate of 0.33 [95% HPD 0.28,0.38], South Africa appears to
be an exception to the pattern of relatively extensivemixing. While we
estimate a substantial number of unique South African lineages at the
start of the final season (26 [95%HPD 21,30]), there is also a substantial
degree of clustering of the 58genomes sampled from that season,with
50 out of 58 samples belonging to a large South African cluster
including also samples from the previous season (Fig.S6). Similarly
high entropies are estimated for RSVB in most countries. While two
more mean estimates fall below 0.8, their credible intervals are broad.
Although the mean entropy estimate for South Africa is also <0.8 for
RSVB, the deviation from countries with high entropy values is far
more limited. Overall, these estimates suggest a substantial global
geographic mixing of both RSVA and RSVB.

Discussion
Optimised surveillance and prevention of RSV infection at a global
scale relies on our understanding of its spread. Here, we combine
existing RSV genomic data and new full genomes from a systematic
global sampling effort with empirical data on human mobility, demo-
graphy and a proxy for synchronicity of RSV seasonality to evaluate
which factors shape global RSV circulation. We show that air travel
predicts global RSV spread, similar to what has been demonstrated for
influenza H3N25,8, influenza H1N14, and recently SARS-CoV-26. Addi-
tional sampling efforts (including those within the framework of the
ongoing INFORM-RSV study) are expected to generate more densely
sampled genomic data. This will increase the resolution of phylogeo-
graphic reconstructions and it will likely allow testing predictors at
other spatial scales where other forms of mobility could also shape
RSV circulation. Understanding RSV spread is also important in the
light of monitoring for escape mutations to emerging prophylactic
approaches to RSV, as our findings show these have the potential to
spread rapidly on a global scale.

Human air travel increases the likelihood of infectious diseases
spreading rapidly between countries and continents21. We speculate
that air traffic could be a mechanism of RSV transmission. It is still
unclear how patients acquire viral respiratory disease in the context of
air travel, and the prevalence of RSV in airplane passengers has not
been studied. Previous research showed that almost one-half of all
patients with clinical symptoms upon travel turn were infected with
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respiratory viruses22,23. Other evidence suggests that SARS-CoV-2 is
transmitted during air travel24,25. Global concerns such as the emer-
gence of Ebola Virus Disease in West Africa26 and novel SARS-CoV-2
variants27 have already led to a number of protocols implemented at
airports of departure or arrival (e.g. testing, genomic surveillance,
quarantines, etc.). As global connectivity has increased, so has the
potential for RSV to spread across countries. Before the COVID-19
pandemic, over four billion passengers travelled by airplane annually
and this number is likely to double by 2036. We expect the main
mechanism of global spread to be spread at the country of arrival,
mostly due to travellers infected in the community and bringing the
infection from a seeding area where the epidemic is ongoing to the
destination country. We show that seasonal RSV epidemics are likely
fuelled by many independent introductions. However, the exact
source locations cannot be identified with our data.

Our reconstructions provide some evidence of local RSV persis-
tence in SouthAfrica. Thesedata buildon earlier evidenceof clustering
and strong selective pressure for both RSVA and RSVB in South
Africa28. RSV clustering in South Africa resembles data on influenza A
which persisted inWest Africa for almost two years29. Extensive spatial

mixing of influenzaAby air travel wasobserved inWest Africa, perhaps
because of its relatively lower connection within the global air trans-
portation network. The climatic variability may also have contributed
to the influenza persistence generating temporal overlap among
epidemics29.

Currently, several genotype definitions are used in parallel and
there is no universal approach to classify virus genetic diversity30.
Therefore, genotyping based on complete genome sequences, instead
of genotyping basedonnucleotide sequencevariability of subgenomic
regions (mostly the G gene), can improve the RSV surveillance field by
providing a more coherent classification. By focusing on active virus
lineages and those spreading to new locations, this universal nomen-
clature would assist in tracking and understanding the patterns and
determinants of the global spread of RSV. For SARS-CoV-2, a similarly
proposed nomenclature represents an important asset to the field31.
We hope that our study will motivate large-scale implementation of
whole genome sequencing for RSV surveillance.

Site-specific selection analyses identified the G gene as the main
target of diversifying selection. When compared to influenza with its
ladder-like phylogeny and strong turnover, positive selection for RSV
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Fig. 2 | Posterior estimates of time-homogeneous predictor contributions to
RSV diffusion between countries. The predictors include the number of passen-
gers travelling by air between each pair of countries represented in the data set (air
travel, in dark red), population size at the origin and destination location (pop size
ori & pop size dest, in blue), geographic distance (geo distance, in light green),
absolute differences in latitude (lat diff, in dark orange) and sample sizes at the
origin and destination locations (# taxa ori & # taxa dest, in dark green). The Y-axis
represents the product of the coefficient (on a log scale) and the inclusion

probability for the predictors (coefficient * Inclusion). (A, B: RSVA. C,D: RSVB. The
plots on the left and right distinguish between analyses without and with sample
size predictors respectively. E and F summarise the estimates for a single GLM-
diffusion model applied to the combined RSVA and RSVB data sets at the country
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chains. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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is less strong. Our results confirmed that the RSV genome is largely
conserved, with the exception of the highly variable G gene. We have
identified different positions under selective pressure for RSV A and B
reporting on positive selection on the L gene at amino acid position
146, 624, 1725, 1748, 2111, and 2113 for RSVA and 560, 1712, 1718, 1719,
1759 and 2019 for RSVB, whichmay represent epitopes under pressure
of adaptive immunity32. Immunological studies are required to confirm
adaptive immune responses are developed during RSV infections
against these epitopes on the L gene.

Strengths of this study are the sample size, the use of complete
genomes, and a broad geographic coverage over a period of many
years. Another strength is that our study only included prepandemic
RSV sequences and mobility data, as COVID-19 drastically impacted
human air travel. An important limitation of our study is lack of data
from most of the African continent, as well as from specific large
countries including China and India. Additionally, the sample size
within countries was too small to explain short-distance spreadof RSV.
Broader and denser coverage is likely to reveal additional predictors at
different scales of transmission.

RSV research and therapeutics are rapidly advancing with the
recent approval of nirsevimab and two vaccine for older adults, which
might be shortly followed by the approval of a maternal vaccine1.
Surveillance of RSVmay be particularly important in the wake of these
vaccines, given the potential for increased immunologic pressure on
RSV F. The integration of epidemiological and phylogenetic approa-
ches has received great attention for other viruses because of its
potential to uncover mechanisms of pathogen emergence, evolution,
and spread. By capturing the spatial spread of RSV, our reconstruc-
tions of spatial evolutionary history shed light on viral persistence and
transmission dynamics. We demonstrate that the use of human air
travel data together with viral genetic data provides a powerful model
to describe global spread of RSV. This work also provides a baseline of
RSVA and RSVB genome evolution before the widespread use of
immunisation programmes, and the new genome data will constitute a
key resource for further extensive research in the field of RSV
epidemiology.

Methods
Clinical samples
The INFORM-RSV study is a prospective,multiyear,multicentre, global
clinical study enroling children with medically-attended RSV infection
under the age of 5 years. Details about the study design and protocol
have been previously described2. In summary, RSV positive nasal
samples were collected from November 2017 to March 2020 at 18
hospitals in 17 countries globally. Whole genome sequencing was
performed at the UMC Utrecht using the Illumina NextSeq 500 plat-
form (details havebeenpublished a separatemethodologypaper2) and
annotated with sampling data and country. Whole genome sequences
derived from the first three seasons of the INFORM-RSV study are
available at GenBank.

Ethical approval and consent
We declare that the planning, conduct, and reporting from this study
was in line with the Declaration of Helsinki, as revised in 2013.
Informed consent was obtained from parent(s) or legal representa-
tive(s) prior to sample collection in accordance with the International
Conference on Harmonization Guideline on Good Clinical Practice E6
(ICH-GCP) and applicable national and international regulatory
requirements. The INFORM-RSV studyhas been approvedby the ethics
committees of all 18 participating sites: The Netherlands: The Medical
Research Ethics Committee of the UMC Utrecht (reference number
WAG/mb/17/016170); Italy: Ethics Committee forClinical Testingof the
Province of Padova of the Padova Hospital (no. 345 of 27/10/2016);
Russia: The Department for Science, Innovation Development and
Management of Health and Biological Risks, Ministry of Health of the
RussianFederation;Germany: EthicsCommitteeof theMedical Faculty
of the Philipps University Marburg; France: Ethics Committee South-
west and Overseas of the Créteil Intercommunal Hospital Centre (ID-
RCB No.: 2018-A02360–55 (file 1– 18–73); Spain: Ethics Committee for
Research Santiago-Lugo of the Hospital Centre University of Santiago
(registration code 2017/397); South Korea: Medical Research Com-
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Fig. 3 | Posterior estimates of the normalised entropy for RSVA and RSVB
phylogeographic clustering by country during the most recent season
(2019–2020) of INFORM-RSV sampling. The normalised entropy ranges between
0 (~no mixing of lineages by country) and 1 (~random mixing with respect to
country). Circles and error bars refer to the mean and 95% Highest Posterior
Density (HPD) interval of the normalised entropy estimates respectively. The size of

the circles is proportional to what fraction of the highest mean estimate each
average estimate represents. The same is indicated by the colours of the circles,
which range from blue for an average estimate that represents 0% of the highest
value to bright red for the highest mean estimate. Entropy estimates are based on
n = 901 post-burnin samples from the stationary MCMC chain. Source data are
provided as a Source Data file.
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Data set compilation
Sequence data on the F protein of RSVA and RSVB from the INFORM-
RSV studyhavepreviously beenpublished33. However, the current data
represent the first whole genome sequences which were com-
plemented with a selection of publicly available RSV sequences
downloaded from NCBI GenBank on April 21st 2021. These were first
size-selected (only those of length without N >= 10k bases were kept
for further analyses, n = 2865/27417 or 10.4%) and typed as RSVA or
RSVB. After alignment with MAFFT v.7.47534 and manual verification
using AliView v.1.2635, RDP536 was used to clean the RSV A and RSVB
alignments from putative recombinant sequences. Next, only
sequences with known country of sampling and sampling date known
up to the year or more precise were retained for further analyses. The
resulting alignment served to obtain a maximum likelihood tree with
branch support estimated with the SH-aLRT test37 as implemented in
IQtree v.2.1.238. From this tree, a well-supported subtree containing all
INFORM-RSV sequences was selected for downstream analyses
(Figs. S7 and S8).

Circulating genotypes
We investigated whether the additional genomic diversity from the
INFORM-RSV samples warrants a reclassification. For this we adhered
to the RSV type-specific patristic distance thresholds suggested by
ref. 30 but assess clade support with the computationally more effi-
cient SH-aLRT and UFB branch support tests, and require minimal
support values of 80 (SH-aLRT) and90 (UFB). The criteria for genotype
delineation put forward by ref. 30 involve a patristic distance and a
clade support threshold. This definition implies that genotypes form
monophyletic clades in which a limited number of genetic differences
has accrued. It can therefore be anticipated that, as evolution con-
tinues, a clade that was formerly classified as a single genotype can
diversify into a set of new genotypes.

TempEst v.1.5.339 was used to identify sequences that repre-
sented outliers in a regression of root-to-tip divergence as a func-
tion of sampling time. To this end, an operational definition of
outliers was used: outliers were defined as sequences for which the
residual of the regression of root-to-tip genetic distance against
sampling time falls outside the 99% credible interval of residuals,
which was derived using the CODA R package40,41. 13 outliers were
removed from the RSVA and RSVB data sets. This increased the
correlation between the root-to-tip distance and sampling time
from 0.94 to 0.95 for RSVA and from 0.79 to 0.83 for RSVB. Like-
wise, the R2 of the regression increased from 0.89 to 0.91 for RSVA
and from 0.63 to 0.70 for RSVB. The resulting data sets, with 1213
taxa for RSVA and 1223 taxa for RSVB, were used for phylogeo-
graphic reconstruction and genotype classification30. For the latter,
a maximum likelihood tree was estimated using IQtree38 with
ModelFinder42 and branch support was evaluated with the SH-aLRT
and ultra-fast bootstrapping (UFB) procedures. Genotypes were

called using an in-house developed R41 script that capitalises on
several packages (treeio, phytools, geiger).

A down-sampled data set was created for site-specific selective
pressure analyses. For this,within-country transmissionnetworkswere
downsized to a randomly chosen taxon according to a two-step pro-
cedure. First, within-country transmission networks were identified as
clades with perfect SH-aLRT support for which all taxa were from the
same country43 based on a midpoint rooted maximum likelihood tree
(obtained with IQtree v.2.1.238) from the phylogeo-datasets. Next, this
reduced data set was used for estimating time-calibrated evolutionary
histories with the Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis by Sampling Trees
software (BEAST v1.10)44 along with the high-performance BEAGLE
v.3.2.0 library for computational efficiency45. The RSVA and RSVB data
sets were equippedwith the sameevolutionarymodels. To capture the
nucleotide substitutionprocesswhile allowing fordifferences between
the coding andnon-coding genome regions, aGeneral TimeReversible
(GTR) model with Γ-distributed among site rate variation46,47 was spe-
cified for either region. The estimated rate of evolution was informed
by the amount of evolution that accrued over the sampling time dif-
ferences, and the rate was allowed to vary among lineages through a
relaxed clock model with lognormally distributed branch rates48. The
demographic history was modelled with the flexible skygrid tree
prior49 with changes in the relative genetic diversity over time allowed
at 6-month intervals between January 1st 2020 and January 1st 2005.
Within country transmission chains were now identified as clades of
taxa from the same country with perfect posterior support.

Phylogeographic inference
Time-calibrated evolutionary histories were estimated from the phy-
logeography data sets using the Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis by
Sampling Trees software (BEAST v1.10)44 along with the high-
performance BEAGLE v.3.2.0 library for computational efficiency45.
The same models as for identifying within-country transmission net-
works (see above) were specified. Mixing and convergence properties
of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation were inspected using
Tracer v1.750. Maximum Clade Credibility (MCC) summary trees were
obtained with TreeAnnotator (distributed with BEAST v.1.10) and
visualised in FigTree v.1.451. Continuous parameter estimates are
summarised as means and 95% highest posterior density intervals
(95% HPDs).

Generalised linear mixed model
To test for predictors of the global spatial diffusion process, we
applied a generalised linear model (GLM) parameterisation of the
discrete phylogeographic model5. Briefly, this model parameterises
the log transition rates between pairs of locations as a function of
potential predictors. Each predictor is associatedwith an estimable log
effect size and inclusion probability. We reported the posterior esti-
mates for the productof theseparameters forour analyses.We applied
this model both at the country and the continental level and employ a
set of 1000 time-scaled trees sampled evenly throughout the post-
burning posterior as empirical tree distributions for both RSVA
and RSVB.

For the reconstruction at continental level, taxa were assigned to
Africa, Asia, Europe, North America, Oceania or South America based
on the WHO region classification. Specifically, taxa from the Sub-
Saharan Africa and Northern Africa regions were categorised as Afri-
can. Taxa from the Western, Central, Southern Eastern and South-
Eastern Asia regions were categorised as Asian. Taxa from the Car-
ibbean, Central and Northern America regions were categorised as
North American. South American countries were categorised as South
American. Countries from Melanesia, Micronesia, Polynesia together
with Australia and New Zealand were categorised as Oceania. Taxa
from Eastern, Western, Northern and Southern Europe were binned as
European.
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As predictors, we included passenger fluxes (i.e. the number of
passengers travelling by air between countries and continents
provided by the International Air Transport Association (IATA)52 for
the period 2019–2020), population size (for 2019)53 at the origin
and destination location, geographic distance and absolute differ-
ence in latitude (as proxy for synchronicity in northern or southern
hemisphere transmission). For the geographic distances and abso-
lute latitude differences, latitude and longitude coordinates
representing the countries’ midpoints were downloaded from the
Dataset Publishing Language as provided by Google50. Geographic
distances were calculated using the Haversine formula. At the
continental level, we used data for the countries from which gen-
ome samples are included in the analyses. In additional analyses, we
assessed the sensitivity of predictor support with respect to sam-
pling heterogeneity by also including sample size at the origin and
destination location as potential predictors. Analyses were per-
formed for both RSVA and RSVB separately, but we also ran the
inference applying a single GLM-diffusion model to both data sets
to examine the shared signal in both. Finally, for the country-level
analyses we also applied a time-inhomogeneous version of the
model54 partitioning the evolutionary history in an epoch before
and after 5 years since the most recent sampling time. These ana-
lyses were performed to examine which time period was informing
the predictor support.

Posterior summaries of geographic mixing
To quantify the degree by which RSV clustering is structured by
country, we used a normalised entropy measure recently proposed by
ref. 6.We focused on themost recent season (2019–2020) because the
phylogenetic clustering of these samples and their degree of phylo-
genetic interspersion is expected to be maximally informed by the
INFORM-RSV sampling during the two previous seasons. For each
country, we considered a time interval that encompasses the sampling
from that recent season and goes back to the end of the previous
season for that country. The start and endmonths of RSV seasonswere
determined by the relative infection intensities per month for each
country. In these time intervals, we summarised the times associated
with contiguous partitions of a tree estimated to be in each country.
Based on these time estimates we computed a normalised Shannon
entropy for each country:

� 1
lnðnÞ

Xn

i

pilnðpiÞ

Where pi is the proportion of time associated with that country for
partition i of the tree, and n represents the number of partitions for
that country in the tree. In case all genomes sampled during the most
recent season in a specific country would form a single cluster (parti-
tion) in the phylogeographic tree, the entropy measure is expected to
be ≈ 0. When none of the genomes from the same country would
cluster together, and hence are interspersed with genomes from other
countries, the measure is expected to be ≈ 1. We used this measure to
summarise the posterior distribution of phylogeographic reconstruc-
tions for the analysis with a single time-inhomogeneous GLM-diffusion
model shared by both RSVA and RSVB (without sample size predictor).
To aid interpretation of the entropymeasures, we also summarised the
number of unique lineages circulating in each country at the start of
the most recent season. Multiple branches associated with the same
country sharing a common ancestor with that country state after the
endof theprevious season are considered to constitute a single unique
lineage6. We also attempted to summarise whether these unique
lineages represented new introductions or persisting lineages since
the end of the previous season for each country6, but this results in
uninformative estimates because of an insufficiently dense sampling
each season and lack of global coverage. Specifically, lineages from the

last season often coalesced with other lineages earlier than the
previous season, biasing the estimates towards persistence.

Identification of positively selected sites
Following recommendations by Kosakovsly Pond and Frost29, we
identified positively selected sites using different complementary
approaches. Specifically, we employed the fast unconstrained Baye-
sian approximation (FUBAR) and themixed effects model of evolution
(MEME) approach implemented in HyPHy and the renaissance count-
ing (RC)55 approach implemented in BEAST. For FUBAR, we used the
variational Bayes approximation and the default threshold of a pos-
terior probability >0.9 for sites to be identified as subject to diversi-
fying positive selection. For MEME, we used the default p-value
threshold of 0.1 for testing for selection and we restrict the test to
internal branches. For RC, we specified a skygrid coalescent prior, an
uncorrelated relaxed clock model, and a GTR model for each codon
position. We considered sites to be positively selected if the site-
specific empirical Bayes estimate of the nonsynonymous to synon-
ymous rate ratio (dN/dS) results in a lower 95%HPD interval boundary
that is larger than 1 and if the mean dN/dS estimate is larger than 1.5.
We only reported sites as positively selected if they are identified by at
least two of the three approaches used.

Genealogical neutrality tests. To evaluate whether RSV evolution
adheres to neutral evolution, we employed a model-based Bayesian
procedure that distinguishes between the effects of demography from
the effects of selection19. Specifically, we employed the posterior dis-
tribution from the genealogical inference produced by BEAST and
perform posterior predictive simulation of genealogies under neutral
coalescent models accounting for potentially complex demographic
histories. For the latter, we adopt the skygrid coalescent model. For
posterior predictive simulation under this model, we fit skew normal
distributions to the estimates of the interval-specific population sizes
and use these in an MCMC simulation procedure. By comparing the
genealogical shapes of the inferred tree distribution to that obtained
by the posterior predictive simulation using summary statistics, we
tested for significant departures from neutral evolution. Here we used
two genealogical summary statistics: i) the genealogical Fu and Li
statistic (DF), which compares the length of terminal branches to the
total length of the coalescent genealogy19, and ii) the ratio of the trunk
(or backbone) length over the entire tree length. The concept of a
trunk, representing the lineage(s) that persist(s) through time, has
frequently been used in characterisation of the viral population turn-
over dynamics56,57, with viruses like human seasonal influenza that
experience strong selective pressure to escape antibody responses
showing pronounced trunk and short-lived side branches.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The whole genome sequencing data generated in this study have been
deposited in GenBank under the accession codes PPP376262 to
PP377590 listed below. Alignments, predictor data, Source Data and
BEAST XML files used for this work are publicly available on GitHub
(https://github.com/bramvrancken/RSV_INFORM.git, https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.8422698). PP376262, PP376263, PP376264,
PP376265, PP376266, PP376267, PP376268, PP376269, PP376270,
PP376271, PP376272, PP376273, PP376274, PP376275, PP376276,
PP376277, PP376278, PP376279, PP376280, PP376281, PP376282,
PP376283, PP376284, PP376285, PP376286, PP376287, PP376288,
PP376289, PP376290, PP376291, PP376292, PP376293, PP376294,
PP376295, PP376296, PP376297, PP376298, PP376299, PP376300,
PP376301, PP376302, PP376303, PP376304, PP376305, PP376306,
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PP376307, PP376308, PP376309, PP376310, PP376311, PP376312,
PP376313, PP376314, PP376315, PP376316, PP376317, PP376318,
PP376319, PP376320, PP376321, PP376322, PP376323, PP376324,
PP376325, PP376326, PP376327, PP376328, PP376329, PP376330,
PP376331, PP376332, PP376333, PP376334, PP376335, PP376336,
PP376337, PP376338, PP376339, PP376340, PP376341, PP376342,
PP376343, PP376344, PP376345, PP376346, PP376347, PP376348,
PP376349, PP376350, PP376351, PP376352, PP376353, PP376354,
PP376355, PP376356, PP376357, PP376358, PP376359, PP376360,
PP376361, PP376362, PP376363, PP376364, PP376365, PP376366,
PP376367, PP376368, PP376369, PP376370, PP376371, PP376372,
PP376373, PP376374, PP376375, PP376376, PP376377, PP376378,
PP376379, PP376380, PP376381, PP376382, PP376383, PP376384,
PP376385, PP376386, PP376387, PP376388, PP376389, PP376390,
PP376391, PP376392, PP376393, PP376394, PP376395, PP376396,
PP376397, PP376398, PP376399, PP376400, PP376401, PP376402,
PP376403, PP376404, PP376405, PP376406, PP376407, PP376408,
PP376409, PP376410, PP376411, PP376412, PP376413, PP376414,
PP376415, PP376416, PP376417, PP376418, PP376419, PP376420,
PP376421, PP376422, PP376423, PP376424, PP376425, PP376426,
PP376427, PP376428, PP376429, PP376430, PP376431, PP376432,
PP376433, PP376434, PP376435, PP376436, PP376437, PP376438,
PP376439, PP376440, PP376441, PP376442, PP376443, PP376444,
PP376445, PP376446, PP376447, PP376448, PP376449, PP376450,
PP376451, PP376452, PP376453, PP376454, PP376455, PP376456,
PP376457, PP376458, PP376459, PP376460, PP376461, PP376462,
PP376463, PP376464, PP376465, PP376466, PP376467, PP376468,
PP376469, PP376470, PP376471, PP376472, PP376473, PP376474,
PP376475, PP376476, PP376477, PP376478, PP376479, PP376480,
PP376481, PP376482, PP376483, PP376484, PP376485, PP376486,
PP376487, PP376488, PP376489, PP376490, PP376491, PP376492,
PP376493, PP376494, PP376495, PP376496, PP376497, PP376498,
PP376499, PP376500, PP376501, PP376502, PP376503, PP376504,
PP376505, PP376506, PP376507, PP376508, PP376509, PP376510,
PP376511, PP376512, PP376513, PP376514, PP376515, PP376516,
PP376517, PP376518, PP376519, PP376520, PP376521, PP376522,
PP376523, PP376524, PP376525, PP376526, PP376527, PP376528,
PP376529, PP376530, PP376531, PP376532, PP376533, PP376534,
PP376535, PP376536, PP376537, PP376538, PP376539, PP376540,
PP376541, PP376542, PP376543, PP376544, PP376545, PP376546,
PP376547, PP376548, PP376549, PP376550, PP376551, PP376552,
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